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Abstract

Fig. 1: Simulation setup
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Ion channels play an essential role in cellular control and signalling processes. Ion selectivity and permeation rates are
key quantities measured in experiments.
We show that these quantities can be directly measured in
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations by establishing a preserved ion gradient across the membrane, which leads to
sustained ion flux through the channel. To preserve a chosen
ionic gradient, we exchange ion/water pairs between both
sides of the membrane.
We demonstrate this method using the bacterial channel
PorB from pathogenic Neisseria meningitidis. During Neisserial infection, PorB inserts into the mitochondrial membrane of target cells, where it leads to apoptosis by dissipating the membrane potential.
Our approach accurately predicts PorB ion conductance and
selectivity and elucidates conduction mechanisms in atomistic detail. [1]
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Every 0.2 ps, the number of anions and cations is determined
in the compartments a and b (Fig. 1A) and, if needed, the
chosen reference numbers of ions are restored by exchang-
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PorB selectivity & conductance

WT

The conductance of wild type PorB was calculated to be 0.8 ±
0.1 nS, with an anion selectivity of 3.0 ± 0.6 (experiment[6]:
1.0 nS, selectivity 2.8, both in 200 mM NaCl) – an improvement over PMF calculations (Fig. 4B).
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PorB ion conduction pathway

Antibiotic resistance mutation

Individual pathways for the diffusion of anions and cations were postulated based

Porins are the major gateways for entry of small molecules into the cells of Gram-

on the PorB crystal structure.[2] Fig. 4A shows that there is indeed virtually no

negative bacteria. Thus, for antibacterial therapy, porin channels must be pass-

overlap of the pathway that cations and anions take along the pore.

able for antibiotics[3]. However, single-point mutations in PorB suffice to contrib-

Fig. 4: PorB ion pathway

associated with a single ion/water swap is
∆W =

ute to the development of resistance.[4]
We investigated the effect of a functionally important single-point mutation in the

(A) Overlay of ion

known to contribute to resistance towards antibiotics such as tetracyclin and pen-

positions from

icillin.[4] Fig. 2 demonstrates that the corresponding mutant, G103K Nme PorB,

100 ns simulation
at ∆q=8 e.

exhibits a fourfold raised anion selectivity. This can be ascribed to a block of the
cation pathway by the additional charge in the eyelet region (red circle). Thus, the
electrostatic barrier inside the channel becomes almost unsurmountable for cations. We suggest that this alteration contributes to reduced permeability for molecules with a polar core such as the β-lactam antibiotic penicillin.

(B) PMF for Cland Na+ ions for
wild type PorB.
(C) as A, but for
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The exchange is accepted with a probability according to the
Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC) criterion

where b = kBT is the reciprocal thermal energy. The energy
offset term W0, if nonzero, produces and maintains a charge
imbalance between the buffer volumes. In this scheme, W0
is the adjustable parameter, determining the target energy
difference between the compartments and thus the resulting
transmembrane potential gradient. Fig. 5B shows the charge
imbalance obtained from setting W0 to 125 and 175 kJ/mol in
the PorB system, respectively.
If the exchange attempt is rejected, the system is reset to ti
before the exchange attempt, or, if the MC move is accepted,
the system continues to evolve with the exchanged ion/water positions.

Fig. 5: Nonequilibrium MC switching
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Here, at regular, short time intervals ti, an ion is randomly
selected from the buffer volume, defined as two layers centered around the compartment midplanes (blue in Fig. 1A).
A random water is selected from the opposite buffer. Following Jarzynski and co-worker,[5,6] we perform a short switching simulation of length t for this ion/water pair, from which
we derive the work Wt needed to get from the initial state A
(Hamiltonian HA) to state B (Ham. HB) with exchanged ion/
water positions. In the switching process, the coupling parameter l progresses from 0 to 1, while the state evolves from
A to B using the Hamiltonian Hl = (1 – l)HA + lHB. The work

potential difference,






Dq/e = 4, 8, and 12.
(B) Ionic current
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Fig. 3: Computing the ionic current
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ing ion/water pairs, thus providing a fixed charge imbalance
∆q between a and b, which gives rise to an ion flux (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2: Ion flux through PorB
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regulated by exchanges of ions from one compartment with
water molecules from the other compartment. Whether an
exchange is performed and how exactly an exchange is carried out is controlled by either a deterministic (i) or a Monte
Carlo (ii) protocol.
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